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Reducing antimicrobial
resistances by source separation
of domestic wastewater
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Bauhaus-Institute for Infrastructure Solutions (b.is), Bauhaus-Universität Weimar, Weimar, Germany

Antimicrobial resistances (AMR) are ranked among the top ten threats to public
health and societal development worldwide. Toilet wastewater contained in
domestic wastewater is a significant source of AMR entering the aquatic
environment. The current commonly implemented combined sewer systems at
times cause overflows during rain events, resulting in the discharge of untreated
wastewater into the aquatic environment, thus promoting AMR. In this short
research article, we describe an approach to transform combined sewer systems
into source separation-modified combined sewer systems that separately treat
toilet wastewater. We employ simulations for demonstrating that source
separation-modified combined sewer systems reduce the emission of AMR-
causing substances by up to 11.5 logarithm levels. Thus, source separation-
modified combined sewer systems are amongst the most effective means of
combating AMR.
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1. Introduction

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is ranked by the World Health Organization (WHO) as

one of the top 10 global problems of our time (1). The consequences of spreading AMR are

increased mortality and heightened rates of morbidity (2). The economic impact alone is

considerable: for example, Taylor et al. (3) assume an annual reduction in gross national

product of 0.14% after 40 years owing to AMR, assuming—optimistically but not likely—

that AMR remains constant.

A number of measures are proposed for reducing AMRs (4). In addition to a reduction

of antibiotics in agriculture, wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) in particular are

mentioned as a means of treating wastewater and thus as a focus of current research on

reducing AMR emissions (5–10). Approximately half of antibiotics are used in human

medicine (4) and finally end up in wastewater via human feces. Accordingly, domestic

wastewater should be considered an important entry pathway of AMR into the

environment. Hence, it is purposeful considering possible wastewater treatment measures

for reducing the emission of AMRs.

In wastewater treatment, sanitation systems that use central WWTPs (“end-of-pipe”) are

predominant. Wastewater with varying degrees of contamination, for example from showers

and kitchens (“graywater”) and from toilets (“blackwater”), is combined, transported by

sewer, and subjected to joint treatment in central WWTPs. Source separation has been

proposed for some time to optimize these measures (11). The principle of source

separation has proven itself in waste management with the advantages of carrying out

targeted source-specific treatment and ultimately recovering resources, such as glass, paper

or compost (12, 13). In wastewater treatment, source separation refers to the separate
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collection, discharge, and treatment of graywater and blackwater,

recovering energy, nutrients, biomass and process water.

Antibiotics used in human medicine and their degradation

products are found in toilet wastewater, blackwater, particularly

via human feces. If the blackwater enters the aquatic

environment, the contained antibiotics (AB), their degradation

products, antibiotic-resistant bacteria (ARB), and antibiotic-

resistant genes (ARG) promote the spread and emergence of

AMR. Simplistically, therefore, AMR are characterized by the

levels of AB, ARB, and ARG. Blackwater contains nearly 100% of

the loads of AB, ARB, and ARG of domestic wastewater (14).

The loads of blackwater and harmful constituents, such as AB,

ARB, and ARG, released into the aquatic environment are

significantly influenced by the type of sanitation system.

1.1. Combined system (CS)

Combined systems transport all wastewater together with

stormwater in a single sewer system to the WWTP, where

wastewater treatment is carried out. CSs are the most prevalent

among conventional sanitation systems, it is estimated that 70%

of sewers in Europe belong to CSs (15). A typical characteristic

of CSs are Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs): when the sewer

system is overloaded by heavy rain, part of the wastewater is

released untreated—including the load of AMR—into water

bodies (16–19).

1.2. Separate system (SES)

Separate systems discharge wastewater and stormwater in

separate sewer systems. SESs are to be considered an

improvement over CSs based on current technology. As a result,

high volumes of stormwater in separate systems generally do not

cause sewer overflows. Depending on the misconnection rate,

small emissions of AMR could occur to the aquatic environment

from untreated stormwater with wastewater components.

1.3. Entry pathways

CSOs are a major entry pathway of AMR into the aquatic

environment. The second entry pathway is the wastewater

treatment plant, which only reduces AMR but does not remove

it completely. Efforts are currently being made to increase the

efficiency of AMR removal at the WWTP through a so-called

fourth treatment stage.

1.4. Source separation-modified combined
system (SMCS)

Using the principles of source separation, a so-called source-

modified combined system is proposed to be developed from the

existing CS. In a SMCS (Figure 1), the toilet wastewater is

collected separately as blackwater, conveyed to the modified

WWTP and processed in an upflow anaerobic sludge blanket

(UASB) digestion reactor. Compared to other digestion processes,

the UASB reactor produces two streams—digestate and liquid

phase—, which can be processed separately. The digestate is

dewatered and incinerated, the liquid phase is subjected to

phosphorus precipitation, nitrogen recovery by ammonia

stripping or deammonification, and thermal disinfection, which

ensures the elimination of AMR to the greatest possible extent.

The liquid phase treated in this way is thereafter returned to the

WWTP, which is now dedicated to the treatment of graywater,

extraneous water and unavoidable rainwater. The effluent treated

FIGURE 1

Source separation-modified combined system (SMCS): flow diagram.
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is passed once again through an Advanced Oxidation Process

(AOP) stage and subjected to ultrafiltration, which further

reduces AMR.

Consequently, a few measures are necessary to transfer existing

CSs into SMCSs: The blackwater has to be collected separately,

which may be achieved, for example, by retrofittable inliners in

the wastewater pipes of the building (20) or by sensor-controlled

wastewater switches that are to be installed in the two-chamber

inspection shaft outside of the building and that divert the

resulting wastewater into receiving tanks for blackwater and

graywater, depending on the actual wastewater type (21).

Furthermore, the blackwater is to be transported to the UASB

reactor to be built on the WWTP. A vacuum system is foreseen

for this transport. Also, to be built at the WWTP is the

treatment section upstream and downstream of the UASB

(Figure 1), such as the treatment facilities for Advanced

Oxidation Processes (AOP). The AOP adopted in this study is

ozonation. The capacity required for the treatment of the liquid

phase of the UASB, e.g., thermal disinfection, is reduced by a

factor of 3 compared to a wastewater system without source

separation.

1.5. Sanitation system comparison

For comparing the AMR emissions of the proposed source

separation-modified mixed system (SMCS) with the AMR

emissions of CSs and SESs, we assume that CS and SESs are

each supplemented with a fourth treatment stage to adjust them

up to the prognosed future state of the technology with the goal

of AMR reduction. The assumed fourth treatment stage consists

of an ultrafiltration. A CS not equipped with a fourth treatment

stage is selected for representing the current state of technology

as a baseline (Table 1).

2. Methods

For comparing the AMR emissions of the selected four

sanitation systems into the aquatic environment, a simulation

using the software SAmpSONS (22), which is specialized in

assessment of source separation-based sanitation systems, was

used. The model area of an established German standard for

urban sanitation was used as the area for which the four selected

sanitation systems were modeled in each case (23). The model

area was developed aiming at representativeness for sanitation

systems in existing buildings and consists of various differently

equipped sub-areas. Therefore, it is also considered suitable for

comparing the four sanitation systems. Further variables defined

for the simulation models are the selection of representative

proxy substances for AB, ARB and ARG and the removal rates

in the treatment processes applied. Sulfamethoxazole is used as a

proxy for AB because it is widely applied and data availability

for levels and removal rates is also high. As a proxy for ARB,

extended-spectrum betalactamase E. coli (ESBL-E. coli) is used,

which a number of antibiotics are ineffective against. Again, the

data availability is acceptable. For ARG, blaTEM is used because

it is one of the most frequently genes found in wastewater (24).

The parameters of the simulation are detailed in (25). Also

included in (25) is a derivation of the assumed levels, loads, and

removal rates with respect to the proxy substances. In contrast to

the parameters described in (25), CS and SES were each

equipped with a fourth treatment stage referencing to the most

likely approach of wastewater treatment being established in

future. The removal rates applied in the simulation are listed in

Table 1. Removal rates for ultrafiltration are defined based on

(7, 26, 27). The simulations may be reproduced using the

SAmpSONS software (22) and the configuration files provided in

the Supplementary Material.

3. Results

The loads of the three proxy substances emitted to the aquatic

environment by each of the four sanitation systems, as determined

by simulation, are presented in Table 2 (rows #2—#5). Row #1

denotes the loads contained in wastewater.

TABLE 1 Removal rates per treatment stage and mapping of treatment stages to sanitation systems under study.

Treatment stage Removal rates (%) Sanitation system

AB ARB ARG CS CS4 SES4 SMCS
WWTP 50.00 99.50 99.50 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

UASB 75.00 95.00 95.00 - - - ✓

AOP (Ozonation) 90.00 99.90 99.99 - - - ✓

Ultrafiltration 0 99.90 99.90 - ✓ ✓ ✓

Thermal disinfection 0 99.999 99.999 - - - ✓

CS4, combined system with fourth treatment stage; SES4, separate system with fourth treatment stage; ✓, treatment stage included in sanitation system.

TABLE 2 Simulation results: loads and emissions.

ID Load/Emission AB
(kg/a)

ARB
(CFU/a)

ARG (Cell
equivalent/a)

#1 Wastewater 0.5475 9.5145 × 1014 6.1431 × 1014

#2 Into water bodies
CS

0.2494 1.4112 × 1013 9.1118 × 1012

#3 Into water bodies
CS4

0.2494 9.4070 × 1012 6.0737 × 1012

#4 Into water bodies
SES4

0.2464 4.7572 × 109 3.0715 × 109

#5 Into water bodies
SMCS

6.1321 × 10−3 4.6546 × 102 3.0052 × 101
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Table 3 provides the comparison of the removal rates of the

systems achieved in the simulation. The comparison of SMCS and

CS4 also shows an improvement of 1.7 logarithm levels regarding

AB. Significant improvements of 10.5 and 11.5 logarithm levels are

also observed for ARB and ARG due to the implementation of

SMCS. Comparing the SMCS with the SES4 also demonstrates that

a 1.7 logarithm level increase in removal rates may be achieved for

AB. Significant improvements of 7 logarithm levels for ARB and 8

logarithm levels for ARG are still achievable, respectively.

Overall, it appears from the evaluation of Table 3 that the

treatment components selected achieve significantly better removal

rates for ARB and ARG. This can be attributed in part to thermal

disinfection, which is not assumed to have any removal rate for AB.

Likewise, filtration has no effect on the AB residues present in the

wastewater. Obviously, to target all three components of AMR, a

combination of multiple treatment methods is required. Combining

the multiple treatment components, enabled by source separation of

wastewater sub-streams, allows for significant removal rates

improvements, even when compared to SES4.

4. Discussion

Up to now, CSs are the most prevalent sanitation systems.

There are several challenges to be overcome when converting CSs

into SMCSs:

• Young Key Technologies: Some of the key technologies that

enable low-effort retrofits of existing buildings have not been

available too long. Previously, separation or vacuum toilets

required a change in user interface that is fraught with

acceptance issues.

• Lock-in Costs: The predominant system is the CS. Most

prevalent rehabilitation strategies are damage-driven.

Conversion to SMCS requires systematic planning and change

of the rehabilitation strategy for entire urban quarters.

Furthermore, wastewater boards need to acquire both

technical and organizational expertise.

• Uncertain Data: The simulation is based in part only on

estimations for levels, loads and removal rates, because

scientific data is lacking. For example, to our knowledge, there

is little reliable data on the removal of AB by disinfection. By

estimating the values conservatively, we are nevertheless

confident that the simulation reflects a realistic status.

In summary, the current state-of-the-art-technology permits the

transformation of the currently existing combined systems to

source separation-modified combined systems, which are to be

regarded to be one of the most—if not the most—effective

measures to reduce AMR emission into the aquatic environment.

With a transformation, in addition to resource savings and

resource recovery, AMR emissions are significantly more reduced

compared to conventional sanitation systems implementing “end-

of-pipe” approaches that are currently predominantly under

discussion. However, the transformation is not trivial and

requires policy changes of the wastewater boards. Yet, there is a

lack of incentives for implementing such sanitation systems, such

as legal framework conditions or economic control mechanisms.

However, the unique value proposition of source separation

described here—given the urgency to reduce AMR—can be seen

as a strong argument in favor of such sanitation systems, which

provide not only short-term sanitation—as in the early days of

sanitation systems—but also long-term sanitation by reducing

AMR (28).
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